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Wit Pietrzak: Your poetry seems to dismiss the notion of speaker and, more broadly, of a self but there seems to be an identifiable voice, on occasion, voices. It is almost as though those voices were related with the language in a different way than as users of that language. To use a shorthand, who, or rather, what speaks your poems?

J. H. Prynne: Speaking voice and voices in my poems vary over time of writerly development and I do not think there can be a uniform answer to your query. But it is true that in general I do not position speakers or distinct speaking voices within my poems, and in particular the “poet’s own voice” is almost never given a part to play, except perhaps sometimes in irony or by imitation. This exclusion does indeed eliminate the self-function or its preserve, because selfhood is mostly anecdotal and makes up ersatz narratives which delude or displace the intrinsic tasks of poetic work. The array of language in its historic and structural diversity contains many inner voices that I write to make echoes in my compositions, but I seldom allow such voices to encroach into authorship, except by oblique citation and retrospect. The community of language (not by any means exclusively English or even world-wide) is not identified with the communities of language-users, either by speech-practice or written record; these features of language activity are for me not personal and do not lay claim to personality.

WP: You have criticized poets like Pound but also Robert Creeley and Charles Olson for taking certain liberties with factual data. In a similar vein, Peter Middleton has argued for the inherent similarity between practicing poetry and practicing science, singling out your work in particular. What would you say the relation is between poetry, or more precisely, poetic use of language and scientific use of language?

JHP: This is more than one question. The scientific use of language allows syntax-formation, historical vocabulary, phonology in underlying determination and suchlike, which is different from the language of science. Scientific knowledge is linguistically distinct because for instance it is mostly contemporaneous, closely linked with measurement and verification, not embroiled with passions or beliefs; this gives a
potential clarity of reference which can be attractive to poets. But environmentalist preoccupations do often become entangled with policies of organic protection and propaganda (e.g. climate-based arguments), and there is frequently much partisan muddle in these debates. Mostly they do not interest me very much, as poet or as human being.

WP: In a record of your keynote speech at the Second Pearl River International Poetry Conference in Guangzhou, China, you make a point that “poetic thought is brought into being by recognition and contest with the whole cultural system of a language, by argument that will not let go but which may not self-admire or promote the idea of the poet as arbiter of rightness.” Could you comment on how your own poetry, I think particularly of volumes like Biting the Air and Blue Slides at Rest, relates to, or rather clashes with, what you refer to as “the whole cultural system of a language”?

JHP: “The whole cultural system of a language” is a rather grand and sweeping formula. Maybe to speak of clash is too aggressive, but the underlying concept of contradiction or contest in the frame of knowledge has been important to me.

WP: You have mentioned the importance of Mao Zedong’s “On Contradiction” for you, especially for Kazoo Dreamboats. But at the same time, the essay, similarly to its predecessor “On Practice” is riddled with essentialist assertions that contradiction is the actual condition of all exiting processes. Does Mao’s claim to rightness, across his many works, not strike you as peculiarly anti-dialectic and so fundamentally at odds with the project of Kazoo Dreamboats, which executes a critique of just such a fundamentalism?

JHP: The point perhaps to be made here is that, however instilled as a primal method, dialectic itself must be treated as an intrinsic form of self-contradiction, subject to its own qualification, as Mao himself well understood. Of course you are right to say that Mao Zedong frequently transgressed his own commitment to dialectical method, and my own espousal of dialectic practice often falls into self-opposition.

WP: While reading your work as forming certain ideas is a frequent critical path, it seems that your poetic projects, each selecting its own society, have responded to various other poetic projects across the centuries. How do you see your own work vis a vis that of other poets? Would you say there are lines of agreement and opposition between your work, again I am thinking of volumes like Pearls that Were and Kazoo Dreamboats, and that of particular other poets, like Shakespeare and Wordsworth, of whom you have written extensively, or from among the modernist camp, Pound, Edward Dorn, Creeley?

JHP: As you know, I have been a teacher of literature across a considerable span of student-involvement, and have been committed to introducing many young readers to the major figures of poetical composition. Agreement and opposition are a central part of didactic and exploratory practice in teaching, as well as in my own reading of the poets; we make discoveries in class and we keep open minds in interpretation to keep the mind flexible, shifting our focus as occasion moves us along.

WP: You said of literary translation that it ‘is not resolving and closing a dialectic of uncertainty, but keeping this uncertainty open and active’. This strikes one as a comment
applicable to your own poetic practice. What do you think of the translations of your own work? What is it you look for in a translation of your poem? Are there any that you particularly like?

JHP: Translation and especially translation of poetry is a window of critically important opportunity, to enter into so many domains otherwise closed by lack of language knowledge (for example, the Sumerian epic poem, *Gilgamesh*). I have been involved at various levels in translation of my own work, always interesting both as a set of theoretical problems and also local features of overall practice. My work with my French translator, Bernard Dubourg, was especially intensive and detailed over many years. I have caused quite a stir with my Chinese translators, advising them not to attempt the translation of meaning but rather to concentrate on the words, the language. Likewise a difficult poem should not be made plainer in translation: translate the difficulty! Amongst recent translations of my work, those into German by Ulf Stoltefoht are especially deep-searching and brilliant.

WP: On a similar note, do you ever read original work alongside a translation? Have translations from foreign works proven useful to you as poet?

JHP: Dante’s poetic work is so rich and historically complex that, although I have a reasonable knowledge of Italian, I mostly will have Italian and English texts side by side, plus the commentaries; of course the translations vary widely indeed, but sometimes this too can incite discoveries.
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